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Abstract 

This paper starts with briefly discussing the 25% rule and the argumentation for and against it. 

The paper continues with developing a new investment-based method for determining 

FRAND licensing royalties, a method not only applicable to one-to-one bilateral licensing 

deals but also to multilateral deals with multiple license sellers and multiple license buyers. 

The paper ends with discussing limitations and generalizations, opening up for further 

research. 

1 Introduction 

Contemporary technology-based businesses become increasingly dependent on technologies 

distributed over different technological areas and among different companies and other actors 

(Granstrand et al., 1997; Granstrand, 1999; Granstrand and Holgersson, forthcoming; 

Holgersson, 2011). Thus, companies must engage in an increasing amount of technology 

trade and technology collaborations, leading to various forms of licensing deals (Granstrand, 

2004). In this process, methods for royalty determination and value sharing are of utmost 

importance, and standard bodies then often require their participants to offer Fair, Reasonable, 

And Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) licensing terms to potential licensees (license buyers). 
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Each of these terms F, R, and ND is ambiguous, however, allowing for a variety of rules and 

methods to be used, more or less grounded in theory or data. 

One method of establishing royalty rates is the 25% rule of thumb, essentially saying that the 

licensee should pay 25% of operating profits (or sometimes gross profit or EBITDA) to the 

licensor (license seller) as a standard rate, although a more general version of the rule, the so 

called classic 25% rule, maintains that this should also be subject to further negotiations and 

adjustments to case specific factors, as described by Goldscheider (2011), e.g. by utilizing the 

15 so called Georgia-Pacific factors. The 25% rule has in recent years attracted a great deal of 

attention and discussion, not the least in les Nouvelles, about whether it is alive or dead (if it 

ever lived) and what its destiny should be, especially after the dismissal of the 25% rule of 

thumb by the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) in early 2011.
1
 

Articles about the rule are then typically polarized into for and against the rule, where the 

proponents of the rule tend to view it more as a flexible methodology (the classic 25% rule), 

while the opponents tend to view it more narrow as a rule of thumb (the 25% rule of thumb), 

see Goldscheider (2012). 

While Goldscheider (2011), Kemmerer and Lu (2009), and Lu (2011) argue that empirical 

evidence suggests that the 25% rule is (still) valid, Kidder and O‟Brien (2011) counter-argue 

that the empirical evidence does not support the rule and that there are theoretical problems 

with it, e.g. since it does not consider that a product is often not based on only one licensed 

patent. Further, Epstein and Marcus (2003, p. 574) argue that “the 25% rule assigns royalties 

without regard to any of the determinants of a reasonable royalty rate”. Although adjustments 

can (and should) be made to the rule to account for case specific factors, as discussed by 

Goldscheider (2011), Kidder and O‟Brien (2011) discuss the impact an initial “starting point” 

rate has on the final outcome after adjustments, and argue that utilizing 25% as a standard rate 

subject to further negotiations and adjustments would impact the final result due to anchoring 

(see Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) and lead to rates closer to 25% than would otherwise have 

been the case. Smith and Parr (1998) and Razgaitis (1999) further argue that the 25% rule 

does not consider relative levels of investments. 

So, how should a fact-based reasonable royalty rate be calculated? Epstein and Marcus (2003) 

argue that the maximum reasonable royalty is the amount that gives a net present value equal 

to zero for the licensee, considering alternative investments. A similar approach is suggested 

by Ruikka (2008). This can then act as a starting point for setting a reasonable royalty rate, as 

it sets a cap for the royalty payment. However, as argued by Sherry and Teece (2004), patents 

are rarely known to be valid at the time of a licensing negotiation (exceptions being patents 

                                                
1 Uniloc U.S.A., Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 632 F.3d 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2011). 
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that have already been tested in court), and hence the royalty needs to be adjusted for the fact 

that the patent might not be valid if tested in court, as well as for other factors. 

Little emphasis has in this literature been put on the fact that the patents necessary to produce 

and market a product are many times held by more than one patent holder or licensor, and in 

addition often licensed to more than one licensee, which makes it meaningless to treat 

individual licensing deals separately, as argued by e.g. Ruikka (2008). This is especially true 

in systems technologies, e.g. information and communication technologies (ICTs) and other 

areas within electronic industries, where the essential patents related to a standard might be 

distributed among dozens of actors. 

The purpose with this paper is therefore to develop and present a generalized method to 

calculate reasonable royalties, which works not only in one-to-one but also in many-to-many 

(as well as in one-to-many and many-to-one) licensing deals. 

2 The investment-based method 

Companies typically pay dividends to their shareholders in relation to the shareholders‟ 

invested capital, i.e. each stock has the same rate of return in form of dividend. This is a 

fairness principle that is well established in contemporary business. We argue that this 

principle for fair and reasonable value-sharing is applicable also in quasi-integrated 

organizational forms and open innovation (e.g. in licensing collaborations). Hence, fair and 

reasonable royalties can be calculated by equalizing the rates of returns on the investments 

made by the parties involved. This principle is then one out of several possible principles for 

fairness in value-sharing, and based on this principle an investment-based method for royalty 

determination can be developed. 

According to the principle the returns from a licensing deal should be shared among the 

involved actors in proportion to their respective investment,  . Thus, we employ a FRAND 

rule that the rate of returns on investments, R, should be equal for all involved actors in order 

to develop a method for FRAND royalty determination. We start by case A with only one 

licensee (buyer),  , and one licensor (seller),  , based on the analysis in Granstrand (2006).
2
 

We then continue with case B by adding multiple licensees, and subsequently with case C by 

adding multiple licensors. Note that we use a separation between total profits,  , operating 

profits from product/service sales (not including investment depreciation or license 

payments),    , license payments,  , and finally the related investments by the licensor,   , 

and licensee,   , in R&D, production, and marketing (investments necessary to generate the 

operating profit). Also note that we for simplicity reasons use a one-period approach, which 

can be easily generalized in principle to a multi-period risk-adjusted approach, however (see 

                                                
2 Granstrand (2006) also showed that the 25% rule of thumb is only applicable in a very special case. 
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Granstrand, 2006).
3
 Throughout this chapter we use the assumptions that the total operating 

profits are large enough to cover the total investments (i.e. that the total return on investment 

for all actors as a collective is positive) and that each licensee‟s operating profit is large 

enough to cover its investment. The method is applicable not only to patent licenses, but to 

intellectual property (IP) licenses in general, including know-how licenses. 

The choice of a useful language for presenting a model and its arguments is neither a small 

issue, nor a small task. Essentially, there are three options in presenting a mathematical model 

as in our case – using normal text, using symbols, or using a mixture of text and symbols. 

History provides many examples of how not only disciplines but whole civilizations have 

been helped or hindered by their choice of mathematical language in their daily practices, be 

they about economic or engineering or even legal calculations.
4
 Unfortunately there is a long-

lasting divide between economics and law in this respect. We certainly appreciate the need to 

bridge this divide, and have attempted to do so in this paper by complementing a more precise 

symbolic presentation of our model with a more accessible but less precise textual 

presentation.
5
 

2.1 Case A: One licensor and one licensee 

Case A includes one licensor   with investment   , and one licensee   with investment    and 

operating profit     , and a license royalty payment  . The analysis starts by setting up the 

expressions for the rates of return on investment for the licensor,   , and licensee,   , 

respectively. The rate of return for each party is then the relation between its total profit and 

its investment. The licensor‟s total profit,   , is its received royalties,  , minus its 

investments,   . The licensee‟s total profit,   , is the operating profit,     , minus the 

royalties,  , paid to the licensor and the investments,   : 

 

{

       

            

        {
   

  

  
 

 

  
  

   
  

  
 
      

  
  

  

 

                                                
3 Uncertainty, risk, and time preferences (including financial discounting) can be dealt with as in Granstrand 

(2006). 
4 See e.g. Struik (1987) or Al-Khalili (2010). 
5 On a concluding note, one may observe in all fairness how textual representations easily become cumbersome, 
just as algebraic calculations became cumbersome for ancient Greeks and Romans with their notation of 

mathematical relations. Making the textual explanations less cumbersome usually implies a loss of precision 

with ensuing misrepresentations. Hopefully a mix of text and symbols are reasonable and non-discriminatory to 

the readers. 
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By employing the proposed principle of fairness       (i.e. that the licensor and licensee 

should receive the same rate of return on investment) we can conclude that the reasonable 

royalty rate (with operating profit as royalty base) is equal to the licensor‟s share of the total 

investments (
  

     
): 

 

              
 

  
   

      

  
          

 

  
 
      

  
           

  

     
      

 

Thus, a share of the licensee‟s operating profits based on the licensor‟s share of the total 

investments should be paid to the licensor as licensing royalty in order to reach a fair and 

reasonable bilateral licensing agreement: 

 

  
  

     
     

 

Hence, if the licensor has made e.g. 35% of total investments, 35% of the operating profits 

should be paid by the licensee to the licensor. A virtue of the method, besides providing a 

basis for fair value-sharing is then that the objectives of the buyer and seller to maximize 

profits are aligned, since operating profit is used as royalty base (this is not the case if gross 

revenue is used as a royalty base).
6
 

2.2 Case B: One licensor and multiple licensees 

Case B includes a single licensor   with investment   , and multiple ( ) licensees   , 

       , with investments    , operating profits      
, and license royalty payments   .

7
 

By calculations presented in the appendix we can conclude that licensee   should make the 

following license payment to the licensor: 

 

   
  

(   
   )

(     
 ∑   

   

  
   )       

 
   

      
       

                                                
6 The so called principal-agent problem arguably includes two important aspects; information asymmetries and 

unaligned incentives (see e.g. Pratt and Zeckhauser, 1985). In the case of licensing deals and the choice of 

royalty bases, the use of operating profits aligns the incentives of the licensee and the licensor on one hand, but 

the licensee‟s operating profits may on the other hand be less easily monitored than its revenues by the licensor, 

leading to information asymmetries. 
7 Notice that the following convention is used throughout:    ∑     
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Thus, licensee   should make a payment equal to the size of its operating profit minus a share 

of the collective operating profits for all licensees. This share of collective operating profits 

should be equal to the licensee‟s share of the total investments (
   

      
). Notice that this 

solution in the special case with only one buyer then gives the same solution as in case A. 

2.3 Case C: Multiple licensors and multiple licensees 

Case C includes multiple ( ) licensors   ,        , with investments    , and multiple ( ) 

licensees   ,        , with investments    , operating profits      
, and license royalty 

payments     from licensee   to licensor  . This can again (see appendix for case B) be solved 

by initially treating the set of licensors and set of licensees, respectively, in a collective way. 

Thus, the royalties paid by licensee   will again be (now with multiple investing licensors to 

be paid): 

 

         
 

   
       

      

 

These royalties can be collected in a pool and thereafter distributed to the various licensors 

(contributors) in accordance with their respective shares of the total licensor investments    . 

Alternatively, the royalties can be collected by the licensors directly from the different 

licensees, so that a specific licensor   will collect the specific royalty     from licensee  : 

 

       
   
   
 (     

 
   

       
     )

   
   

 

  

This is thus a general investment-based method for calculating reasonable royalties to be paid 

from licensee   to licensor   in cases of e.g. standard technologies with multiple essential 

patents. Notice that this solution in the special case with only one licensor then gives the same 

solution as in case B, and in the special case with only one licensor and one licensee the same 

solution as in case A. 

2.4 Summary of the investment-based method 

The algebra resulting in the generalized investment-based method above may seem complex, 

but it results in a simple and easy-to-use method, based only on the involved actors‟ operating 

profits and investments. The table below can be used in practice to calculate the royalties to 

be paid and collected by various actors in a multilateral royalty agreement. First, determine 
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for each licensor and licensee their relevant amounts invested. Second, determine for each 

licensee their relevant operating profits related to the licensed IP. Third, determine the 

FRAND royalties to be paid by each licensee, and the amount that should be received by each 

licensor, either by using the formula above or the table below. The fairness principle to 

equalize all parties‟ rates of returns on investment then leads to license fees or royalties 

expressed as amounts in monetary units rather than royalty rates expressed as percentages of 

some royalty base (see the example in the next section).  

Notice that a licensor might very well be also a licensee (which is most often the case in 

licensing standard technologies), which introduces no additional problems to the presented 

method. If using the table below for calculations, such an actor, being both licensor and 

licensee, should be included both as a seller and buyer, and the investments need to be divided 

into seller- and buyer-related (although this relative division does not impact the total return 

for such an actor – and does thereby not introduce any additional problems). A more 

extensive spreadsheet for the calculations to be used in practice can be found at www.ip-

research.org. 

 
 

A B C D E 

 
Seller/licensor   Investment Royalty income Profit Rate of RoI 

1 
    Fill in C10×(B1/B5) C1-B1 D1/B1 

2 
    Fill in C10×(B2/B5) C2-B2 D2/B2 

3 
    Fill in C10×(B3/B5) C3-B3 D3/B3 

4 
    Fill in C10×(B4/B5) C4-B4 D4/B4 

5 
Total   Sum Sum Sum D5/B5 

 
      

 
 

A B C D E 

 
Buyer/licensee Operating profit Investment Royalty payment Profit Rate of RoI 

6 
  Fill in Fill in A6-A10×B6/(B5+B10) A6-B6-C6 D6/B6 

7 
  Fill in Fill in A7-A10×B7/(B5+B10) A7-B7-C7 D7/B7 

8 
  Fill in Fill in A8-A10×B8/(B5+B10) A8-B8-C8 D8/B8 

9 
  Fill in Fill in A9-A10×B9/(B5+B10) A9-B9-C9 D9/B9 

10 
Total Sum Sum Sum Sum  D10/B10 

http://www.ip-research.org/
http://www.ip-research.org/
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2.5 An illustrative example 

Assume that two different firms,    and   , have developed different technologies that jointly 

(but not separately) enable a new product area within automotive security. They have invested 

$5M and $4M in R&D, respectively. None of these firms have production and marketing 

capabilities, however, and they therefore decide to license out their technologies to three 

different incumbent firms,   ,   , and   , active in producing and selling automotive security 

products. Due to their various production and marketing capabilities, these firms need to 

make investments of $1M, $3M, and $2M, respectively, to enable operating profits of $7M, 

$10M, and $11M, respectively. Considering these numbers and using the table above we can 

now use the investment-based method to calculate the royalty payments, see table below. 

Notice the comparison with the 25% rule of thumb (based on operating profits minus 

investments as royalty base, considering that the definition of operating profit does not 

include investment depreciation in this paper), which results in a large variety of rates of 

return on investment. 

 

The investment-based method Comparison with the 25% rule of thumb 

Seller/licensor   Investment Royalty income Profit Rate of RoI Royalty income Profit Rate of RoI 

   
 

5 9.33 4.33 87% 5.5 0.5 10.0% 

   
 

4 7.47 3.47 87% 5.5 1.5 37.5% 

Total  
9 16.8 7.80 87% 11 2 22.2% 

      

   

The investment-based method Comparison with the 25% rule of thumb 

Buyer/licensee Operating profit Investment Royalty payment Profit Rate of RoI Royalty payment Profit Rate of RoI 

   7 1 5.13 0.87 87% 3 3 300% 

   10 3 4.40 2.60 87% 3.5 3.5 117% 

   11 2 7.27 1.73 87% 4.5 4.5 
225% 

 

Total 
28 6 16.8 5.20 87% 11 11 183% 

 

3 Discussion, generalizations, and limitations 

Previous literature about the 25% rule has discussed a) to what extent the rule is based on 

heuristics (e.g. as a rule of thumb), conventional wisdom, and/or empirical statistics, b)  
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whether the rule is generally applicable or limited only to special cases, and c) what would be 

the basis for the rule, EBITDA or something else (see e.g. Goldscheider, 2011, and Kidder 

and O‟Brien, 2011). This literature discussion has also pointed at a number of pros and cons 

of the rule, which by and large has led to interpreting the rule more as a flexible guideline or 

methodology (the classic 25% rule) than a rigid rule for determining royalty rate and royalty 

base across industries and business situations (the 25% rule of thumb). 

However, previous literature has, despite its normative underpinnings, rarely presented any 

evidence-based alternative to the 25% rule, let alone an alternative with more general 

applicability. This paper has presented an alternative; a generalized investment-based method 

to determine fair and reasonable royalties in the case of one or many buyers of non-exclusive 

licenses from one seller or from a consortium of many sellers pooling their patents and know-

how. 

The question then is: What are the generalizations and limitations of this method of 

determining  FRAND terms? A few points can be made here.  

First, in case an improvement of an underlying technology is made based on an investment 

        , separable from the original investment   , and this improvement has an added 

value         , separable from the original value   , then a second round of FRAND 

terms could be determined with respect to   ,   , and related previous investments    . In a 

similar way the rates of return on investment for the relevant parties are equalized with 

respect to their shares of added value    and their respective shares of the relevant 

investments (      , where   is the share of previous investments leading to the added 

value in a complementary way with   ). In case of a patent pool newcomers will thus not be 

favored or free-riding. On the contrary, there is an incentive to join the pool at an early stage, 

and early mover advantages could thus be designed by the original pool members by defining 

the relevant investment base for latecomers, e.g. in terms of essential patents. 

Second, if the FRAND licensing arrangement concerns a component, feature, or subsystem of 

a larger product or system, similar principles as for an improvement could be applied, 

assuming that relevant investments (or costs) and returns (or revenues) could be identified. 

Third, if e.g. the licensor wants to impact the industrial organization of the sellers, a 

somewhat modified method can be used in which the rates of returns on investments for 

licensors and licensees as collectives are equalized, while the individual rates of returns on 

investments for various licensees are allowed to vary. Such a setup then promotes competition 

among the licensees (product/service sellers), for instance in order to mitigate anti-trust risks 

or to promote efficiency. Other modifications can be made in order to promote collaboration, 

for instance in order to promote collective learning (as was the case in the licensee family of 

VHS). 
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As to limitations of the investment-based method, a few ones could be pointed out here. 

Differences in R&D productivity are not taken into account, e.g. essential vs. non-essential 

patents. There are many ways to insert correction factors for such differences, however. 

Notice especially that the given method might create incentives for unnecessary high 

investments ex ante (since profits are later shared in accordance with investment levels), 

which is why adjustments might need to be made for the productivity of each actor‟s 

investments. Further, synergies and substitutes across businesses and technologies are not 

taken into account (note e.g. that two essential patents could be substitutes, so that they are 

jointly non-essential). Again, there are methods to deal with such situations (e.g. by focusing 

on incremental operating profits for the collective as a whole), albeit cumbersome, and the 

method proposed here then serves as a first approximation. 

The method in an extended form allows for a dynamic perspective, as described above. This 

introduces boundary conditions, however, since new entrants should not imply lower profits 

for any of the already included members (which might be the case if a newcomer provides a 

positive incremental profit, but with a lower rate or return on investment than the one 

obtained by the original collective). Additional boundary conditions might need to be 

considered in cases of infringement, e.g. that the incremental total profit (considering also 

cannibalism on infringed sales) should be shared at the same time as the licensor (plaintiff) 

should be at least as profitable as without infringement, but this depends on the jurisdiction. 

4 Summary and conclusions 

The received 25% rule of thumb is only applicable in a very special case, and then only in 

case of bilateral licensing, and should consequently be dismissed as a general rule, just as the 

CAFC did. The method is simple, but overly so, and its widespread use in the past does not 

justify its use in the future. More accurate methods are called for, not the least in light of the 

evolving pro-patent and pro-licensing era (Granstrand, 1999, 2004, 2012) with larger and 

more rapid deal flows with more complex deal structures, calling for more sophisticated 

management tools. The investment-based method proposed in this paper offers a new 

approach to royalty determination in FRAND terms that results in equal rates of return on 

investments. This method is not only applicable to one-to-one licensing deals, but is also 

applicable to non-exclusive multi-lateral licensing as well as to patent pools and other forms 

of open innovation, using licensing for governance. The method is far from the final say in 

these situations, but rather a first step in a promising direction, hopefully leading to decreased 

transaction costs from e.g. bargaining and litigation. More developments are needed by 

analysts and practitioners, however. Court decisions raising the bar and burden of proof are 

welcome in this process. Old methods, just as old technologies, sooner or later have to say 

farewell and be gracefully acknowledged. 
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Appendix: Calculations 

Case B includes one licensor   with investment   , and many ( ) licensees   ,        , 

with investments    , operating profits      
, and license royalty payments   . We start by 

repeating the analysis in case A: 

 

{

             ∑   
 
   

         
       

        {

   
  

  
  

    
     

   

   
  

  

 

  

  
 
     

   

   
                                 (     

   )    

 

       ∑                       
           (      )         
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(   
   )

 
  

(   
   )

(     
 ∑   

   

  
   )  

 

Although this introduces additional unknown variables to the equation (  ), this can be solved 

by considering that all licensees can be treated collectively, as well as individually, meaning 

that the rate of return on investment should be the same for the licensor, the licensee, and all 

licensees as a collective: 

 

{

         

                

        {

   
  

  
  

    
     

   

   
  

  

 

              
  
  
 
        

   
            

  
      

      

 

Now, using the relation       ∑       it is possible to create an expression for    without 

any unknown variables: 
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